Ontex Facebook House rules
Welcome to the Ontex fan page on Facebook!
This is your page and we really want you to get involved and show your interest for Ontex on
Facebook. The Ontex Facebook fan page provides fans a forum to discuss Ontex products,
news and job careers. Comments (in the broad sense of the word) posted by fans on this fan
page reflect a personal opinion and do not necessarily reflect the views of Ontex, its
management, employees, representatives and/or affiliates. No Comments expressed on the
Ontex Facebook fan page (irrespective by whom) are, or can be considered, as an advice from a
medical
or
any
other
nature.
By visiting the Ontex Facebook fan page, users agree to comply with these Ontex Facebook
House rules, as well as Facebook's Terms of Use (and any other applicable terms and conditions
of use on Facebook).
All users are solely responsible and liable for their own Comments. Ontex cannot be held
responsible or liable for any Comments on this Ontex Facebook fan page. Ontex has the right
(but not the obligation) to monitor all content on this Ontex Facebook fan page. Consequentially,
Ontex may – at its sole discretion – remove Comments posted which:
-

May be considered off topic, inappropriate, or objectionable;
May violate any applicable laws, rules, or regulations;
May be considered indecent or abusive;
Are for commercial or self-promotional purposes;
Are likely to cause injury or offense of any kind;
May be considered fraudulent, false or misleading, including the impersonation of other
people;
May be considered slander, libel or defamatory to any person or entity;
May infringe or violate the intellectual property rights, contract rights, or any;
other rights of Ontex or any third party;
May contain software viruses or any other malicious code;
May be considered as not in the interests of the Ontex fans community.

All users must also expressly acknowledge and agree that the Ontex Facebook fan page is a
means of public and not private communication, whereby Comments posted can be accessed by
the general public. Due care should be taken when sharing private information. To the extent
required, all users authorize and license Ontex to copy, reproduce, communicate, process,
distribute, perform, and display the content users post for the purposes of providing the Ontex
and any associated services (in a broad sense) to them. To learn more about how your privacy is
protected, please read the Facebook Privacy Policy located here, as well as the Ontex Facebook
Privacy Policy located here.
Ontex tries its utmost best to reply to all user’s Comments, although this might not (always) be
possible due to various circumstances such as the great number of Comments.
Thank you very much for your cooperation.
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